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Abstract—Online access to the legal judgments of cases for 

both past and present, from most of the courts around the world 

creates an opportunities and challenges for both the legal 

community and for information technology researchers. Due to 

this increased availability of legal judgments, it has become very 

much essential to provide a mechanism to extract information 

quickly and to present it in the form of a short summary from the 

given legal judgment. In this paper we propose an approach to 

generate a short summary from the given legal judgment using 

the topics obtained from Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). The 

developed topic based document summarization model is capable 

of generating short summary in effective manner. As per our 

experience this is the first approach for Indian legal judgment 

summarization using LDA topic model. 

  

Index Terms– Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), Legal 

Judgments and Legal Document Summarization 
 

I. INTRODUCTION  

N the information era, the text summarization is one of the 

most interesting and challenging task.  The goal of a text 

summarization is to provide the reader an accurate and 

complete idea of the content of the source [1]. The 

phenomenal growth of legal documents always creates an 

undefeatable situation to read and digest all the information, 

this leads to the requirements of text summarization. One of 

the form of information selection can achieved by finding the 

summarization using unconstrained vocabulary manually with 

no artificial linguistic limitations[2].Text summarization is in 

many ways an encompassing subfield of NLP. Researchers in 
the area often make use of part-of-speech (POS) tagging, 

named entity recognition (NER), language modeling, and 

many other techniques in NLP and machine learning. Despite 

our plentiful access to these state-of-the-art tools and research, 

however, most complex Automatic Text Summarization 

(ATS) approaches rarely surpass the results achieved with 

simple statistics-based methods grown principally out of      

60-years-old ideas of term frequency analysis [3], [4]. 

Nevertheless, more structured statistical approaches, based on 

Blei, et al.'s latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [5], have 

recently been showing promising results through the use of 
topic- or content-modeling [6], [7].  

The task of document summarization can be achieved by 

breaking the documents in to seven topics and use these topics 
effectively in summarization. Thus document can be viewed 

as mixture of topics, which we have to infer, and these topics 

are mixture of words as data that are visible variables from 

documents. The score for each sentence in a document is 

obtained by combining score for all the words in a sentence 

based upon their relevance to a topic. The summary is top two 

sentences for each topic from the sorted sentences. 

Here we have proposed an approach to perform legal 

judgment summarization using the latent Dirichlet allocation 

(LDA) topic model. Here we are interested in extraction based 

summarization i.e. it extracts the entire sentence without any 

modification to the original sentence.  

II. RELATED WORK  

Atefeh Farzindar et al. describes method for summarization 

of legal documents (proceedings of the federal court of 

Canada) by exploring the document’s architecture and its 

thematic structure to provide a table style summarization, that 

help a legal expert in determining the key ideas of the 

judgment and to improve coherency and readability of the 
system [8].    

Marie-Francine Moens et al. automatically summarizes 

Belgian criminal cases in order to improve access to the large 

number of existing and future court decisions. In this project a 

double methodology was used. First, the case category, the 

case structure and irrelevant text units are identified based on 

a knowledge base represented as a text grammar. 

Consequently, general data and legal foundations concerning 

the essence of the case are extracted. Secondly, the system 

extracts informative text units of the alleged offences and of 

the opinion of the court based on the selection of 

representative objects [9]. 
Claire Grover et al. examined the use of rhetorical and 

discourse structure by finding the main verbs in the sentence 

of legal cases. The methodology is based on [14], where 

argumentative roles are considered to classify the sentences 

[10]. 

Ben Hachey et al. conducted a set of experiments to classify 

sentences for rhetorical status using a wide range of machine 

learning techniques. The task of classifying sentences forms 
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part of a sentence extraction-based automatic summarization 

system in the legal domain. With sentences classified in this 

manner, different kinds of summaries can be generated with 

prominence given to particular kinds of sentence [11]. 

Rachit Arora et al. used Latent Dirichlet Allocation to find 

summary by extracting weighted sentences using some 
weighting mechanism from the given text documents based 

on the different events being covered by them [12], [13]. 

III. OUR APPROACH  

Extraction based Legal judgment Summarization is a 

process of extracting sentences from the given document 

based on the sentence weight and grouping them to form a 

summary. In this work we are planning to generate summary 

for the given Legal judgment based on Latent Dirichlet 

Allocation (LDA) topic model that helps the lawyers and 

judges (legal domain) to find the different points about the 

case in a short duration of time instead of reading the entire 

judgment.     
The architecture of our approach to generate summary for 

the given Indian legal judgment document based on LDA 

topic module is shown in Fig. 1. The steps involved in this 

process are explained below: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Fig. 1: Architecture to generate Legal Judgment summary 

A. Legal judgments  

The characteristics of Legal judgments are different when 

compared with scientific articles reporting various research 

papers and other simple domains related to the identification 
of basic structure of a document. Based on Teufel & Moen’s 

[14] and Farzindar [15] a legal document consists of different 

basic rhetorical roles and are shown in Table 1. According to 

[17] these general classifications have been further classified 

into seven different labeled elements for a more structured 

presentation and are shown in Table 2. With this we make an 

assumption that each judgment can be break down in to seven 

topics.  

Table 1: Description of the basic rhetorical scheme for a legal domain 

 

Labels Description 

Facts of the 
case 

The sentence that gives detail descriptions about 
the case. 

Background The sentence contains the generally accepted 

background knowledge (i.e., legal details, 
summary of law, history of a case) 

Own The sentence contains statements that can be 
attributed to the way judges conduct the case. 

Case 
relatedness 

The sentences contain the details of other cases 
coded in this case. 

 

 
Table 2: The rhetorical annotation scheme for legal judgments [17] 

 

Rhetorical Status  Description 

Identifying the case The sentences those are present in a judgment to 

identify the issues to be decided for a case. Courts 

call them as “Framing the issues”. 

Establishing facts of 

the case 

 

The facts that are relevant to the present 

proceedings/litigations that stand proved, disproved 

or unproved for proper applications of correct legal 

principle/law. 

Arguing the case Application of legal principle/law advocated by 

contending parties to a given set of proved facts. 

History of the case Chronology of events with factual details that led to 

the present case between parties named therein before 

the court on which the judgment is delivered. 

Arguments 

(Analysis) 

The court discussion on the law that is applicable to 

the set of proved facts by weighing the arguments of 

contending parties with reference to the statute and 

precedents that are available. 

Ratio decidendi 

(Ratio of the 

decision) 

Applying the correct law to a set of facts is the duty 

of any court. The reason given for application of any 

legal principle/law to decide a case is called Ratio 

decidendi in legal parlance. It can also be described as 

the central generic reference of text. 

Final decision 

(Disposal) 

It is an ultimate decision or conclusion of the court 

following as a natural or logical outcome of ratio of 

the decision. 

 

B. Preprocessing  

The judgment part of the legal judgment document is 

similar to other documents consists of stop words like is, of, 

an, etc. We remove these stop words to avoid in getting these 

stop words as topic terms. 

C. LDA for summarizatio 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a generative 

probabilistic model for collections of discrete data such as 

text documents [4]. The documents are represented as a finite 

mixture over an underlying set of topics which, in turn, are 

representation of an infinite mixture over a fundamental set of 

word probabilities. Thus the topics probabilities provide an 

explicit symbol of the documents. Topics for the given 

documents and corpora can be obtained using this simple 

algorithm for Natural Language Processing. These topics are 

used as basic elements for summarization by extracting topic 

related sentences from the given document. LDA effectively 
attempts to get better data modeling over other techniques by 

allowing documents within corpora to be represented as 

collections of topics. The idea behind this unique and 
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revolutionary model is that the topic variable in the model is 

selected repeatedly within each document to be consisting of 

multiple topics. 

D. Legal Judgments into topics 

Given a vocabulary of W distinct words, a number of topics 

K, two smoothing parameters α and β, and a prior distribution 

(typically Poisson) over document lengths, this generative 

model creates random documents whose contents are a 

mixture of topics. With the use of LDA we break down the set 

of documents into topics. LDA uses a Dirichlet distribution to 

represent these topics and under the Dirichlet distribution 

these variables are independent of each other. After the 

preprocessing we give all the documents to LDA as bag of 

words and we get different topics based on this probabilistic 
model. Here we made an assumption that, the number of 

topics we get from LDA is equal seven that represents the 

different rhetorical role of each judgment [17] in the corpus 

used for summarization.   

E. Sentence Score   

Now we have topics in hand for the given corpus using 

LDA topic model. Consider each judgment from the corpus 
and find the sentences present in the document using [16] 

Sentence Boundary method. The algorithm to find the 

sentence score for each sentence from the given judgment is 

shown in Fig. 2.  

Consider all the sentences Sr, r Є {1,...,R} in the documents 

and all the Topics Tj, j Є {1,...,K} and  we calculate the 

probability of the Sentence Sr given the Topic Tj i.e. 

P(Sr|Tj).Thus we are calculating the probability that the 

sentence Sr belongs or represents the topic Tj. Let the words 

of the sentence Sr be {W1,W2, ... Wq}. 

 

1.  Algorithm Sentence_Score() 
//Input:      D= {d1, d2,…,dm}    //Documents in the 

corpus for summarization 

  Tj ={ T1, T2,…,Tj }        //Topics from LDA 

//Output: S= {s1, s2,…,sm}         // Sentence score for 

each sentence for each document            

2.  for each document di D doTj 

3.  for each Topic Tj do  

4.  for each sentence sr di do    

5.  P(Sr|Tj) =       

6.  endfor    

7.  endfor 

8.  endfor 

 
Fig. 2: Algorithm to find sentence score each sentence based on each topic for 

the entire corpus 

 

 

The algorithm takes each document from the given corpus 

as input and for each sentence in the document the score 

based on the probability of occurrence of each word with 

respect to each topic is found and are sorted in the ascending 

order. 

 

F. Judgment summary  

Now we have score for each sentence based on each topic, 

the next step is to find the summary, consisting of maximum 

of two sentences from each topic. The algorithm to find the 

summary is shown in Fig. 3. 

 
1. Algorithm Judgment_Summary() 

//Input:      D= {d1, d2,…,dm}    //Documents in the    

                                                       corpus for summarization 

  Tj ={ T1, T2,…,Tj }      //Topics from LDA 

//Output: Summary= {sm1, sm2,…,smm}    //                                 

                    Summary of the each document  in the set 

2. for each document di D do 

3. for each Topic Tj do  

4. Si=Sentence_Score(di, Tj) 

5. Arrange the sentences in the descending order based on the 

sentence score   
6.  endfor    

7. For each topic Tj do  

8. Select top 2 sentences from Smij whose score is greater  

    than or equal to average score considering all the sentence     

     in that document  

9. if (any of the sentence appears already with respect to 

previous topic)then 

10. Select the next sentence. 

11. endfor 

12. Arrange the sentences according to the sentence number 

of di to smi 
13.endfor 

 
Fig. 3: Algorithm to find legal judgment summary using LDA topics 

 

The algorithm takes each document from the given corpus 
as input and sentence score for each sentence is calculated 

using Sentence_Score with respect each topic. The top 2 

sentences with respect to each topic are selected for final 

summary by eliminating redundancy. The final summary is 

obtained for each legal judgment by arranging the extracted 

sentences according to the sentence number of the original 

document. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP  

A. Data set  

The data set consists of 116 documents from 5 different sub 

domains pertaining to civil case in India collected from [18].  

It has taken from a larger corpus of 250 documents of 

different sub-domains related to civil court judgments. The 

documents in the dataset consisting of judgments are dated up 

to the year 2012. The judgments belongs to different sections 

like Sales Tax, Rent Control, Motor Vehicle, Family Law, 

Patent, Trademark and Company law, Taxation, Property and 

Cyber Law, etc. 

B. Parameter for Gibbs sampling 

According to [17], a judgment can be divided into seven 

segments, each represent one rhetorical role, hence we set the  

K = 7 to match the number of anticipated topics in the corpus. 
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Following Blei et al. [15], we use α = 50/K and β = 0.1. Two 

additional parameters for the Gibbs sampling are the number 

of sampling and burn-in iterations, which we set to 30 and 

200, respectively. 

V. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT  

Experiment was conducted on the above mentioned dataset 

to generate summary for the given legal judgment. We have 

evaluated the performance of our system by comparing the 

summary generated by our system with the summary 

generated by legal experts. Sample of judgments from each 

domain were given to 3 legal domain experts without giving 

any information about the system generated summary.  

To evaluate the results we have used precision, recall and F-

measure that are commonly used in information retrieval 
tasks. The precision, recall and F-measure are calculated 

using the equation 1.0, for each document using manually 

extracted summary denoted as Sref and system generated 

summary denoted as Ssys. 

 

 

P=  R=   F1=             ----     1.0 

 
Table 3 shows the mean scores of recall, precision and           

F-measure of the summary generated for the above said 

dataset for different domain of civil case. 

                           

 
Table 3: The mean scores of recall, precision and F-measure of the summary 

generated 

VI. CONCLUSION AND SCOPE FOR FUTURE 

An attempt has been made to generate summary for the 

given Indian Legal judgment, which very much essential for 

the legal domain to know the gist of the case with in a short 

duration of time. The experimental results are very 

encouraging and this can be further improved by using 

hierarchical approach to bring the summary in to form that 
matches the rhetorical structure of the legal document.    
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Domain Precision Recall  F-Measure 

Income Tax 0.604 0.587  0.595 

Rent control Act 0.589 0.568  0.578 

Motor Act 0.551 0.542  0.546 

Negotiable 

Instrument Act 
0.526 0.513  0.519 

Sales Tax 0.532 0.553  0.542 
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